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assigning each class its place and letting time work out the perfect result. In the graded system it is
thought well in many schools to dispense with the closing exercises. The bell is struck or a chord
sounded on the piano at the usual hour of closing. After that, any class may quietly withdraw from
the room when it so desires, taking pains not to disturb other classes which still linger. A fixed hour
of closing often defeats the end for which the teacher has been working throughout the lesson
period. The plan of no closing exercises enables her to finish the lesson and make the application in
an effective way. Visitors to graded schools have often noted with surprise-and pleasure the
interest shown by classes which have lingered ten, fifteen or twenty minutes to finish their work,
instead of bolting for the door at...
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The book is fantastic and great. It is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You are going to like the way the article writer create this ebook.
-- Amaya King-- Amaya King

It in just one of the most popular ebook. It really is full of wisdom and knowledge You are going to like just how the blogger create this pdf.
-- Roosevelt O'Keefe-- Roosevelt O'Keefe
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